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A B S T R A C T   

Methanol is one of the key molecules in the challenge towards a sustainable future, particularly as a renewable 
hydrogen carrier fuel and as a low-carbon and net carbon-neutral liquid chemical. For most applications, it is 
imperative to understand the impact of temperature on the methanol electro-oxidation reaction (MEOR). In this 
study, the influence of the temperature on the kinetics of the MEOR and the parallel reaction pathways is 
assessed by investigating responses in both conventional and oscillatory regimes using a single-crystal Pt(100) 
electrode. Our findings demonstrate that chronoamperometric measurements under steady-state conditions 
provide more reliable values for apparent activation energies compared to transient conditions. Furthermore, a 
temperature-dependent shift in the dominance of specific oxidation pathways is observed, analogous to a kinetic 
and thermodynamic control mechanism, preventing the complete poisoning of the electrode surface. Specifically, 
oxidation pathways leading to the formation of reaction byproducts predominate at lower temperatures, while 
the oxidation pathway via COad becomes dominant at temperatures exceeding 30 ◦C. Moreover, our research 
shows that, at shorter times, temperature changes minimally affect the mean potential required to sustain the 
applied current during the oscillations in a galvanostatic experiment, which is closely linked with the voltaic 
efficiency. However, over longer periods, when mass transport phenomena become significant and mixed-mode 
oscillations occur, elevated temperatures increase the mean potential, resulting in reduced voltaic efficiency. 
Therefore, to facilitate the complete conversion of methanol to CO2 without increasing the mean potential for 
current maintenance, it is essential not only to increase the temperature but also to improve the mass transport 
conditions to mitigate the mixed-mode oscillations, despite their lower minima reached during oscillation. This 
idea challenges the conventional assumption that a lower minimum potential implies a lower mean potential 
during oscillations. This advancement propels our understanding to a more sophisticated level, providing 
valuable insights to guide the materials design to increase the conversion efficiency and optimize the operating 
temperature of devices crucial to energy conversion.   

1. Introduction 

The transition from our current energy sector towards a sustainable 
and environmentally friendly scenario, characterized by reduced reli-
ance on fossil fuels and substantial reductions in air pollution emissions, 
needs the transformation of abundant atmospheric molecules such as 
H2O, N2, and CO2 into usable fuels or fuel precursors like H2, NH3, and 
CxHyOz (hydrocarbons) [1]. Among these potential products, methanol 
stands out as a key player, particularly when obtained from sustainable 

biomass or captured CO2 [2] and H2 supplied from renewable electricity, 
commonly referred to as bio-methanol and e-methanol, respectively [3]. 
A common usage is in the so-called direct methanol fuel cells (DMFCs) 
[4–9], through which electrical energy can be generated with remark-
able theoretical efficiency [7,10], establishing a sustainable energy 
cycle. Furthermore, the methanol electro-oxidation reaction (MEOR) 
offers an intriguing alternative to the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) 
in the anodic compartment of electrochemical reforming devices for 
green hydrogen production via electrolysis [11,12]. This substitution 
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results in a lower thermodynamic potential for hydrogen production, 
aligning with the aspirations of a green economy. However, the feasi-
bility of these approaches depends on several factors, including the 
resolution of specific electrochemical issues, such as the development of 
efficient and selective catalysts at each stage. These catalysts must 
exhibit the capability to convert reactants into desired products with 
high efficiency at low overpotentials [1]. 

Platinum-based materials are widely employed as electrocatalysts for 
the MEOR due to their exceptional properties to increase the known 
sluggish kinetics of the oxidation of small organic molecules [13]. 
However, at low potentials, the electrode surface becomes predomi-
nantly poisoned by the adsorbed carbon monoxide (COad) intermediate, 
effectively hindering the reaction progress [14–16]. Furthermore, the 
formation of reaction byproducts that exchange fewer electrons per 
oxidized methanol molecule than the complete oxidation to CO2, spe-
cifically formaldehyde, methyl formate, and formic acid, results in 
reduced conversion efficiency [4,7,8,15,17,18]. Therefore, it is imper-
ative to gain a comprehensive understanding of how the reaction occurs 
and how it is influenced by various reaction conditions. Such knowledge 
is essential to identify the specific features of the electrocatalyst that can 
boost reaction kinetics and increase its selectivity. The final goal is to 
favor the production of CO2 while preventing electrode surface 
poisoning, a critical aspect in the development of catalytic materials. 

Deciphering molecular reactions implies understanding the intricate 
interplay between the electrode surface and reaction intermediates and 
how this interplay governs the reaction rates and catalytic activity. This 
requires bridging the microscopic description of each elementary reac-
tion with the laboratory-scale kinetic descriptors, i.e., the electro-
chemical response recorded during the reaction [19]. Electrochemical 
responses observed under both stationary and transient conditions are 
instrumental in studying systems like the MEOR and electrochemical 
systems in general. They offer complementary insights into the phe-
nomena occurring at the electrode interface [20]. Moreover, under 
various experimental conditions, encompassing potential control and 
current control settings, the electrochemical response can manifest 
spontaneous oscillatory behavior [21,22]. These oscillations have 
demonstrated greater sensitivity to environmental variables compared 
to the response observed through conventional regimes [23,24], 
rendering them a reliable tool for assessing interfacial phenomena and 
the impact of experimental conditions on them [25,26]. Importantly, the 
oscillatory behavior arises naturally in complex systems [21,22], 
including the MEOR on Pt electrodes, and does not require periodic 
perturbations to induce it. For instance, in a galvanostatic experiment, 
where a constant applied current is maintained, the measured potential 
oscillates due to the inherent interaction of at least two processes, one 
autocatalytic and one autoinhibition process [21,22]. This interaction 
results in periodic changes in the electrode surface coverage by blocking 
species. Specifically, while greater coverages result in a higher potential 
necessary to maintain the applied current, this potential diminishes 
when surface sites are liberated [25]. 

Additionally, the use of monocrystalline electrodes provides an ad-
vantageous and precise means of correlating the electrochemical 
response with the electrode surface [27,28]. Their controlled atomic 
arrangement on the surface results in a uniform distribution of active 
sites which facilitates a precise correlation between electrocatalytic 
properties and surface structure [27,28]. Among the low-index single- 
crystal platinum electrodes, the Pt(100) plane stands out for its 
remarkable activity at higher potentials [29,30], a critical region where 
the MEOR extends beyond electrode poisoning. Furthermore, on this 
surface, oscillations during the MEOR span a broader potential range, 
enabling the comprehensive study of various processes occurring 
throughout the reaction [23]. In this regard, the electrochemical 
response recorded under oscillatory regimes during the MEOR on a Pt 
(100) electrode serves as a powerful and sensitive tool for gaining 
valuable insights into the reaction mechanism and how it responds to 
different conditions. 

This information is particularly relevant in the context of fuel cells 
and electro-reforming devices utilizing methanol, where temperature is 
a critical parameter that significantly affects the reaction kinetics. 
Consequently, any changes in the reaction mechanism, i.e., on the main 
reaction pathways, must be taken into account when designing materials 
for future applications and optimizing the operating parameters of 
DMFCs [6]. Numerous studies have focused on determining the 
apparent activation energy as a key kinetic parameter to identify rate- 
limiting steps over a specific temperature range. However, the value 
of this kinetic parameter can vary substantially depending on both the 
applied potential and the experimental setup [10]. Consequently, 
establishing an accurate correlation between the measured activation 
energy value and the reaction step governing the reaction kinetics has 
proven challenging [10]. In this study, we contribute to the elucidation 
of how temperature impacts the main reaction pathways using the 
electrochemical response under conventional and oscillatory conditions 
on a Pt(100) electrode, with a particular emphasis on the latter. This 
underscores the potential applicability of oscillatory behavior for 
assessing electrocatalytic reactions and providing crucial insights for 
catalyst development and optimization. 

2. Experimental section 

2.1. Electrochemical measurements 

All electrochemical measurements were conducted using a conven-
tional three-electrode cell in a non-isothermal configuration. A large Pt 
wire served as the counter electrode, while a reversible hydrogen elec-
trode (RHE) was used as the reference electrode. The RHE was prepared 
in the same supporting electrolyte, and to which all potentials are 
referred. The Pt(100) working electrode was prepared from a single- 
crystal platinum bead with a diameter of ca. 2.5 mm. The preparation 
procedure followed the methods described in reference [31]. Prior to 
each measurement, the electrode was cleaned using the flame annealing 
technique and then cooled in an atmosphere containing a mixture of H2/ 
Ar. To prevent contamination during the transfer of the electrode to the 
controlled atmosphere of the cell, the surface was protected with a 
droplet of ultrapure water in equilibrium with the cooling atmosphere 
[31]. The working electrode was immersed in the cell in the hanging 
meniscus configuration maintaining a controlled potential of 0.10 V. 

The electrochemical cell was immersed in a water bath, whose 
temperature was controlled using a Haake FK thermostat. The temper-
ature in the water bath was varied at 5 ◦C intervals from 10 to 35 ◦C. In 
this configuration, temperature variations only affect the electrolyte 
solution containing the working and counter electrodes, while the 
reference electrode, which is kept external to the cell and connected 
through a Luggin capillary, is maintained at room temperature. 0.5 mol 
L-1 HClO4 and 0.5 mol L-1 HClO4 + 0.5 mol L-1 methanol aqueous so-
lutions were prepared using perchloric acid (70 %, Merck suprapure), 
methanol (Merck suprapure), and ultrapure water (Milli-Q, 18.2 MΩ 
cm). Before each experiment, the solution was purged with argon 
(99.998 %) to remove any dissolved oxygen and then, the gas was placed 
as surface gas flow throughout the experiment. The gas flow rate was 
adjusted to the minimum level that would prevent the contribution of 
the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) in order to control the mass 
transfer phenomena and ensure the reproducibility of the experiments, 
as stated in a previous work [23]. 

The electrochemical experiments were performed using an Autolab 
potentiostat/galvanostat PGSTAT 128 N. For all experiments, the 
cleanliness of the system and the quality of the electrode surface were 
checked by the characteristic voltammetric profile of the Pt(100) elec-
trodes in the absence of methanol (Inset in Fig. 1(a)). Cyclic voltam-
metry (CV) measurements were performed from 0.05 V to 0.80 V at a 
scan rate of 0.05 V s− 1 in the supporting electrolyte and from 0.05 V to 
0.85 V at 0.01 V s− 1 in the solution containing methanol. Chro-
noamperometric experiments were carried out by initially setting the 
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electrode potential at 0.80 V for 2 s, followed by a potential step to 0.10 
V for 1 s. From this point, the potential was shifted to the desired po-
tential value and maintained for 600 s. The galvanodynamic experi-
ments were performed at a scan rate of 2.0 µA s− 1 cm− 2, starting from an 
initial current density value of 9.5 × 10-5 A cm− 2 until a value at which 
the measured electrode potential rose above 1.0 V. Galvanostatic ex-
periments involved applying a potential value of 0.80 V for 2 s, followed 
by a potential step to 0.10 V for 1 s. Subsequently, the desired current 
value was applied in each experiment. The pre-treatments of the elec-
trode were devised to ensure that its surface begins the experiments in a 
state relatively devoid of adsorbed species. Specifically, an initial po-
tential of 0.80 V is selected to facilitate the oxidation of COad species, 
striking a delicate balance between efficient removal and avoiding 
surface oxidation to maintain the integrity of the single crystal electrode. 
Subsequently, the potential is adjusted to 0.10 V for 1 s to reduce the 

adsorbed OH (OHad) species while preventing the oxidative adsorption 
of methanol. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Apparent activation energies: conventional regime experiments 

Electrochemical measurements in the non-isothermal configuration 
may cause the emergence of a thermodiffusion potential due to tem-
perature differences between the working and reference electrodes [32]. 
In this study, the temperature difference between the reference and 
working electrodes was limited to a maximum of 15 ◦C, resulting in 
thermodiffusion potentials below 6 mV [32]. Given the negligible 
impact of this small value on the electrochemical response, we consid-
ered it acceptable to neglect correction for all measurements. To 

Fig. 1. (a) First cycle in the voltammetric profiles of Pt(100) in 0.5 mol L-1 HClO4 + 0.5 mol L-1 CH3OH at different temperatures, scan rate: 10 mV s− 1. Inset figure 
corresponds to the voltammetric profile of the Pt(100) electrode in the absence of CH3OH, scan rate: 50 mV s− 1; (b – f) chronoamperometric curves from 0.30 to 
0.70 V on Pt(100) in 0.5 mol L-1 HClO4 + 0.5 mol L-1 CH3OH at different temperatures (prior to the 600 s potential step, the electrode was first held at 0.80 V for 2 s, 
followed by a potential step of 0.10 V for 1 s); (g) time-evolution of the apparent activation energy after applying potential steps of 0.30–0.60 V, and (h) time- 
evolution of the apparent activation energy after applying potential step of 0.70 V. 
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facilitate subsequent discussions regarding the temperature’s influence 
on the main reaction pathways of the MEOR, Scheme 1 illustrates the 
proposed reaction mechanism, previously validated through micro-
kinetic modeling [25]. The reaction steps are enumerated below: 

CH3OH oxidative adsorption: 

CH3OH + Pt→CH2OHad + H+ + e− r 1a  

HCOad formation – Dehydrogenation pathway: 

CH2OHad + Pt→CHOHad + H+ + e− r 2a  

CHOHad + Pt→CHOad + H+ + e− + 2Pt r 3a  

HCOad formation – Formaldehyde pathway: 

CH2OHad→HCHO + H+ + e− + Pt r 2b  

HCHO + Pt→CHOad + H+ + e− r 3b  

CO2 formation - Carbon monoxide pathway: 

CHOad + Pt→COad + H+ + e− + Pt r 4c  

H2O + Pt⇌OHad + H+ + e− r 5c,r -5c  

COad + OHad→CO2 + H+ + e− + 2Pt r 6c  

HCOOH formation - Dehydrogenation pathway: 

CHOad + H2O→CH(OH)OHad r 4a  

CH(OH)OHad→HCOOH + H+ + e− + Pt r 5a  

HCOOH formation – Methylformate pathway: 

CHOad + CH3OH→CH3OCHOHad r 4d  

CH3OCHOHad→CH3OCHO + H+ + e− + Pt r 5d  

CH3OCHO + H2O⇌HCOOH + CH3OH r 6d, r -6d  

CO2 formation – Formic acid oxidation pathway: 

HCOOH + 2Pt⇌HCOOb + H+ + e− r 6a, r -6a  

HCOOb + 2Pt→HCOOm + 3Pt r 7a  

HCOOm + Pt→CO2 + H+ + e− + 2Pt r 8a  

HCOOm + H+ + e− + 2Pt→COad + H2O + 2Pt r 8e  

Fig. 1(a) illustrates CV profiles for the MEOR on a Pt(100) electrode at 
different temperatures. In general, during the positive direction scans, a 

small peak emerges at ca. 0.30 V corresponding to methanol oxidative 
adsorption [33] (r1a) (Figure S1 in the supplementary information (SI)), 
a potential value that coincides with the onset of OH species adsorption 
on Pt(100) electrodes [34–36]. At approximately 0.73 V, the current 
density shows a sharp increase, reaching its peak between 0.76 and 0.79 
V. This characteristic behavior is typical of the MEOR and is primarily 
associated with the formation of surface poisons, mainly COad species, at 
low potential values. These COad species then react with OHad species 
(r6c) at high rates at potentials above 0.73 V, leading to an abrupt in-
crease in the current density. In this peak at 0.76 V, COad is oxidized, 
liberating surface sites and allowing direct methanol oxidation to pro-
ceed [20,34,37,38]. Above 0.80 V the current decays due to the for-
mation of a compact OHad layer that prevents the adsorption of 
methanol. During negative direction scans, broader peaks compared to 
the positive direction scans are observed within the potential range of 
0.73 to 0.75 V. Conversely to positive direction scan, in this case, the 
electrode surface initially possesses a high fraction of available sites, 
which gradually becomes poisoned as the potential decreases. This 
phenomenon results in a slower decrease in current density and the 
observed broadening of peaks [20,34,37,38] 

Above a potential threshold of ca. 0.63 V (Fig. 1(a)), it becomes 
evident that temperature changes have a substantial influence on the 
current density, with higher temperatures corresponding to increased 
current density values. Furthermore, an increase in the temperature 
induces a shift in the peak potential towards lower values. In the case of 
positive direction scans, this shift is approximately − 1.6 mV per degree 
Celsius, a value consistent with reports for a polycrystalline platinum 
surface in an acidic medium [10]. The shift of the peak potential towards 
lower values can be primarily attributed to increased turnover rates of 
reaction steps involving carbonaceous intermediates, including meth-
anol dehydrogenation and subsequent steps, and to the reduced tem-
perature sensitivity of the OHad species formation on the Pt(100) 
surface [39]. Therefore, since the formation rate of OHad species does 
not experience a significant rise at higher temperatures, these species are 
more rapidly consumed during the reaction step involving the oxidation 
of COad species (r6c), which occurs at higher rates as temperature in-
creases. This, in turn, not only leads to an overall increase in the total 
current with rising temperature but also results in the peak shifting to 
lower overpotentials. 

The activation energy is a fundamental parameter in studying the 
dependence of the reaction rate on the temperature and comparing the 
intrinsic activity of different catalysts [40,41]. For multi-step reactions 
and when it is derived from experimental measurements at different 
temperatures, it is known as the apparent activation energy (Eapp). 
However, it is essential to acknowledge that its experimental determi-
nation assumes that variations in temperature induce purely kinetic 
effects [10,40]. In practice, several factors influence the experimental 
current density, including the applied potential and processes that may 
reduce the electrochemically active surface area (e.g., adsorption of re-
action intermediates, anions, and oxide formation) [10,40]. Therefore, it 
is imperative to consider these factors, along with the experimental 
conditions and methodology, when interpreting Eapp values and their 
correlation with surface processes. Some authors have suggested using 
the negative direction scan, which involves moving from high to low 
potentials during linear sweep voltammetry, as an approach to mitigate 
surface poisoning issues and to ensure control over the initial electrode 
surface conditions, i.e., starting from one free of adsorbed carbonaceous 
species [10]. However, it is important to note that the scan rate used in 
potentiodynamic experiments usually influences the oxidation and 
adsorption processes differently. This can lead to voltammetric profiles 
and, consequently, Eapp values that may correspond to a process distinct 
from that of the MEOR. 

To facilitate meaningful comparisons, the uniformity of initial con-
ditions across all voltammetric experiments was ensured by flame 
annealing the electrode and immersing it in the electrolyte at a 

Scheme 1. Proposed reaction scheme for the MEOR on Platinum. Species in 
solution are shown in green, while adsorbed species are shown in black. Red 
arrows represent steps that consume surface sites, blue arrows represent steps 
that release surface sites, and black arrows represent steps that neither release 
nor consume surface sites. Adapted from references [25] and [34]. 
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controlled applied potential of 0.10 V before each measurement. This 
practice guarantees that the results of the positive direction scans are 
directly comparable. Notably, the CV profiles in Fig. 1(a) show that at 
potentials below 0.60 V, the differences in current density values during 
the positive direction scans are negligible. This observation suggests that 
changes in temperature until 35 ◦C cannot activate the electron transfer 
within this specific potential range. Consequently, the calculation of Eapp 
at these potentials could introduce substantial errors and may not 
accurately represent any rate-determining step in the MEOR. In this 
sense, for comparative purposes, the current density values obtained 
during the positive and negative direction scans at 0.60 and 0.70 V to 
determine the Eapp were selected. During the positive direction scan, the 
resulting Eapp values were determined to be 23 ± 2 and 46 ± 3 kJ mol− 1, 
while the current densities of the negative direction scan yield Eapp 

values of 37 ± 5 and 58 ± 7 kJ mol− 1, respectively. The error for each 
value was calculated using the standard error of the slope in the 
Arrhenius plots (Figure S2 in the SI), which were determined through 
linear regression analysis. The differences in the Eapp values obtained in 
the positive and the negative direction scans have been previously 
demonstrated and are attributed to the accumulation of intermediates 
that poison the electrode surface [10]. It should be noted that the 
calculated values of Eapp do not provide a direct measure of the activa-
tion energy for the conversion of methanol to CO2, but rather reflect the 
combined influence of several steps occurring simultaneously at these 
potentials, such as the formation of partial oxidized products and any 
previous step. These results will be discussed later in context with the 
Eapp values determined by chronoamperometry (CA). 

In Fig. 1(b-f), chronoamperometric profiles recorded at potentials 
from 0.30 to 0.70 V at different temperatures are presented. For all 
applied potentials except 0.70 V, the current density gradually ap-
proaches zero as time progresses. To understand this behavior, it is 
essential to consider the controlled initial conditions of the electrode 
surface, achieved by applying a potential of 0.80 V, followed by a po-
tential step of 0.10 V before reaching the target potential. Furthermore, 
the use of HClO4 as a supporting electrolyte allows for neglecting the 
adsorption of anions. Consequently, the gradual decay in current density 
towards zero can predominantly be attributed to surface poisoning, 
particularly by COad [20,42]. Within this potential range (0.30 to 0.60 
V), the influence of temperature on the magnitude of current density is 
minimal. Increases in temperature are associated with slight increases in 
current density, while the primary effect of temperature becomes 
apparent with increasing the time required for the current density to 
reach zero. This observation implies that, to some extent, higher tem-
peratures accelerate the rate of certain reactions within the reaction 
mechanism and delay the total surface poisoning. These processes may 
include oxidative adsorption and dehydrogenation of methanol (r1a, r2a, 
r3a, r2b, r3b), resulting in the formation of partially oxidized products, 
predominantly COad. However, higher overpotentials are critical in 
overcoming the activation energy of the rate-determining step and 
preventing electrode poisoning. These results are consistent with the 
observations from the CV profiles previously discussed, where small 
current densities and minimal temperature-induced variations were 
observed at potential values lower than 0.60 V, further confirming that 
temperature has minimal effect on the reaction kinetics associated with 
surface poisoning species in this potential range. 

The calculation of Eapp values within the potential range of 0.30 and 
0.60 V could be attempted using current densities measured at short 
times during the CAs. During this brief period, the electrode surface has 
not yet become completely poisoned, resulting in current densities 
discernible from zero. However, it is important to acknowledge that 
determining Eapp in this manner results in values that represent a com-
plex convolution of various transient processes that lead to the forma-
tion of surface poisons, primarily COad as already mentioned, exhibiting 
temperature-dependent kinetics and contributing to subtle variations in 
the current density. Nonetheless, relying on such calculations to derive 

representative values for the overall process at these potentials is 
problematic. Numerical simulations have revealed that, during the 
transient, the contribution of each reaction step to Eapp fluctuates 
dynamically and an increase in the total current density does not 
necessarily correlate with a decrease in the apparent activation energy 
[40]. Additionally, Eapp may evolve over time until the system reach the 
steady state. This evolution can sometimes results in negative values, 
potentially introducing large errors in its interpretation [40]. Conse-
quently, relating calculated Eapp values during the transient to specific 
steps within the reaction mechanism, especially those exerting a sig-
nificant influence on the overall reaction rate, becomes a major chal-
lenge. Therefore, it is advisable to determinate the Eapp under steady- 
state conditions to ensure more reliable results. 

To illustrate this point, Fig. 1(g) depicts the temporal evolution of the 
Eapp within the potential range of 0.30 to 0.60 V during the time interval 
when non-zero current densities are recorded. This plot clearly illus-
trates the sudden variations in the Eapp values under these conditions, 
where a steady state has not yet been reached, even taken negative 
values at 0.40 V, as has been demonstrated in previous numerical ex-
periments [40]. In contrast, the current densities recorded in CAs at 
0.70 V eventually stabilize at non-zero steady-state values at extended 
time intervals (cf. Fig. 1(f)). This behavior results in an asymptotic in-
crease in Eapp values over time until a constant value is ultimately 
reached. To reconcile the Eapp values obtained from positive direction 
scans during CVs at 0.60 V and 0.70 V (23 ± 2 and 46 ± 3 kJ mol− 1), Eapp 

must be determined at 5 s after the potential step. This determination 
yields Eapp values of 27 ± 3 and 47 ± 6 kJ mol− 1, respectively. For the 
negative direction scans, which gave values of 37 ± 5 and 58 ± 7 kJ 
mol− 1, at 0.60 V and 0.70 V respectively, current densities must be taken 
14 s after the potential step during CAs to obtain Eapp values of 36 ± 5 
and 58 ± 8 kJ mol− 1, respectively. Notably, these times during CAs (5 
and 14 s) clearly fall within the period where Eapp exhibits time- 
dependent behavior (cf. Fig. 1(g-h)). This correspondence demon-
strates that CVs measurements, even when initial conditions and scan 
directions are well-controlled and varied, may not be appropriate for 
determining Eapp values. Conversely, when Eapp is determined from the 
current densities at 600 s, corresponding to steady-state conditions, a 
value of 96 ± 11 kJ mol− 1 is obtained. This value closely aligns with the 
ca. 123 kJ mol− 1 determined as the activation energy value for the 
oxidation of COad to CO2 (r6c) on a Pt(100) surface [43]. This alignment 
suggests that this particular reaction step remains sufficiently slow until 
0.70 V to act as a rate-limiting step without entirely poisoning the sur-
face at this potential. Nonetheless, the existence of concurrent parallel 
pathways during the MEOR also influences the reaction kinetics [20] 
and results in lower Eapp than the determined for the CO oxidation re-
action alone. 

The experimental findings discussed above provide strong support 
for the numerical results previously reported using a model system [40], 
confirming the superior suitability of CAs for assessing Eapp values. This 
emphasizes the reliability and relevance of Eapp values determined under 
steady-state conditions for evaluating the intrinsic electrocatalytic ac-
tivity of electrodes. Additionally, under steady state the reaction rate 
stabilizes, and the concentration of reaction intermediates remains 
constant over time, although they may show a temperature dependence 
[25]. Consequently, variations in the current due to transient poisoning 
processes can be safely disregarded at all temperatures. This is in 
contrast with the Eapp values determined under transient conditions, 
which are inherently subject to significant fluctuations during surface 
poisoning. For instance, the lower Eapp values observed for the MEOR at 
potential values below 0.70 V and non-steady-state conditions may 
initially be misconstrued as a barrier to overcome. However, driving the 
reaction beyond the point of electrode surface poisoning demands a 
greater amount of energy input. Considering these limitations, the 
interpretation of Eapp values obtained from CVs measurements and at 
short times during CAs may not be suitable, especially when the goal is 
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to extract information regarding the reaction steps governing the reac-
tion kinetics, which is crucial for designing materials tailored for 
enhanced electrocatalytic activity within energy conversion systems. 

3.2. Temperature-dependent kinetics: potential oscillations 

The MEOR on Pt(100) under current control has revealed the 
spontaneous occurrence of potential oscillations [23,24], providing a 
way to gain more detailed insight into surface processes compared to 
conventional approaches [19]. In this sense, to comprehensively inves-
tigate the effect of temperature on the MEOR, an evaluation of the 
oscillatory dynamics was also conducted at various temperatures. Fig. 2 

(a-f) show the galvanodynamic profiles, illustrating the potential 
recorded during current scans, at temperatures ranging from 10 to 35 ◦C. 
These profiles allow for the identification of the current range in which 
oscillations emerge. Broadly, the current density at which the electro-
chemical response loses stability, initiating oscillatory dynamics, in-
creases with the temperature. The oscillatory behavior persists until a 
critical current density is reached, causing the electrode potential to 
abruptly rise beyond 1.0 V to maintain the applied current density. In all 
temperatures studied, the oscillations that appear in the onset current 
are simple ones, characterized by a high frequency, low-amplitude, and 
harmonic behavior. At higher applied current densities, these simple 
patterns evolve into mixed-mode oscillations, which exhibit large 

Fig. 2. (a-f) Galvanodynamic profiles of the MEOR on Pt(100) in 0.5 mol L-1 HClO4 + 0.5 mol L-1 CH3OH at scan rate 2.0 µA s− 1 cm− 2 and different temperatures 
(the boxes correspond to expanded areas within the oscillatory window); (g) average frequency of oscillations during the galvanodynamic scans at different tem-
peratures in Figures (a-f). 
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amplitudes and low frequencies, interspersed with smaller modulations 
occurring around 0.73 V (see insets in Fig. 2(a-f)). 

As already mentioned, changes in the recorded potential are usually 
linked to variations in surface coverage by blocking species. However, it 
is important to note that the mechanisms underlying the single and 
mixed-mode oscillations are fundamentally different, resulting in the co- 
existence of two distinct oscillators. Firstly, the oscillator responsible for 
simple oscillations (oscillator 1) consists of a series of processes in which 
an increase in potential promotes the formation of OHad species (r5c), 
subsequently blocking the electrode surface. This surface poisoning 
causes a further potential increase as part of an autocatalytic process to 
maintain the applied current. However, when the potential reaches a 
critical value, the blocking species reacts with other blocking species (e. 
g., COad) releasing electrons and generating available surface sites to 
continue the oxidation process (r6c). Consequently, the potential 
required to sustain the applied current decreases. As the potential de-
creases, the surface begins to poison once again, initiating the entire 
process anew and resulting in the observed simple oscillations 
[21,22,25]. 

On the other hand, in the case of mixed-mode oscillations, the drop 
in the potential from high to lower values has been associated with a 
periodic re-establishment of the methanol concentration in the double 
layer [23]. These oscillations are predominant at prolonged times and 
higher applied current densities, conditions in which a deficit of meth-
anol at the reaction plane near the electrode surface may emerge [23]. 
Under extended time conditions, methanol consumption increases and 
partially oxidized by-products accumulate, potentially hindering the 
approach of fresh methanol molecules to the electrode surface [44]. This 
aligns with previous reports associating mixed-mode oscillations with 
the presence of soluble by-products [45]. In the latter case, higher 
applied current densities imply accelerated methanol consumption, 
leading to a deficit at the electrode surface. The reduced availability of 
reactant at the surface results in a decrease in the amount of adsorbed 
reaction intermediates and, consequently, a decrease in the total surface 
coverage by poisoning species. This lower coverage leads to a decrease 
in the potential required to sustain the applied current density until a 
minimum value at which the adsorption of methanol is favored, i.e., 
around 0.4 V on this particular surface [34]. Once the methanol con-
centration at the electrode surface is re-established, reaction in-
termediates are formed, increasing the coverage, and, consequently, the 
electrode potential. At higher potentials, surface processes occur be-
tween adsorbed species [25] causing fluctuations in the potential, until a 
methanol deficit occurs again, initiating the entire cycle anew. These 
processes constitute the second oscillator. 

Now that the origins of the two primary oscillatory modes during the 
MEOR have been elucidated, the prevalence of mixed-mode oscillations 
at lower temperatures (Fig. 2(a-f)), to the extent that at 10 ◦C, simple 
oscillations nearly disappear, suggest that during the oscillatory 
behavior, the direct oxidation pathways involving formaldehyde, 
methyl formate or formic acid intermediates become more prominent at 
low temperatures. This phenomenon can be attributed to the reduced 
energy available for driving reactions and the elevated activation energy 
required for COad oxidation to CO2. Consequently, methanol oxidation 
via the COad pathway at these temperature conditions may rapidly lead 
to electrode poisoning, triggering an increase in electrode potential to 
sustain the applied current and thus the suppression of the oscillations. 
However, pathways involving the production of soluble by-products 
yield fewer electrons per molecule of methanol being oxidized 
compared to the number of electrons generated in the production of CO2 
through the COad pathway. This preference for these oxidation pathways 
at lower temperatures serves to limit the stability of oscillations at 
higher applied current densities, resulting in the contraction of the 
oscillatory window. In essence, lower temperatures correspond to a 
narrower existence region of the potential oscillations. 

On the other hand, as temperature increases, the gradual emergence 
of the oscillator 2 at prolonged times becomes more distinctive. For 

example, at 35 ◦C (Fig. 2(f)), simple oscillations are predominant, which 
are separated by a window of non-oscillatory behavior before tran-
sitioning into mixed-mode oscillations. This suggests that at higher 
temperatures, processes comprising oscillator 1 are favored. However, 
at higher applied currents, the consumption of methanol plays a crucial 
role in causing the emergence of mixed-mode oscillations. Furthermore, 
an increase in temperature also leads to an increase in the average fre-
quency of oscillations (ω) during the galvanodynamic scan (Fig. 2(g)), 
indicating that the rates of poisoning also increase. This phenomenon 
will be further explored through experiments conducted under galva-
nostatic conditions. 

To gain a deeper understanding of the correlation between oscilla-
tory behavior and the underlying reaction mechanism, it is advanta-
geous to analyze the system under galvanostatic conditions. Under these 
conditions, changes in potential can be directly correlated with the 
processes occurring to maintain the constant applied current. Since the 
region of applied current where spontaneous oscillatory behavior 
emerges varies with different temperatures (Fig. 2), assessing the effect 
of temperature on the MEOR dynamics while excluding the influence of 
applied current is imperative. To achieve this, a normalization process 
was employed in relation to the window of the oscillatory behavior 
shown in Fig. 2(a-f) at each temperature according to equation (1) [46]: 

jN =
japp − josc,i

josc,f − josc,i
(1)  

where jN denotes the normalized current density, japp denotes the applied 
current, and josc,i and josc,f denote the initial and final currents that define 
the oscillatory potential region, respectively, in the galvanodynamic 
sweeps in Fig. 2(a-f). As previously stated, simple oscillations prevail at 
lower applied current densities, which, during a current density step, 
evolve into mixed-mode oscillations at prolonged time intervals. 
Therefore, to isolate the temperature effect on the MEOR, experiments 
were conducted under a jN value of 0.3, corresponding to the beginning 
of the oscillatory window. Analyzing the oscillatory profile at low values 
of jN, i.e., near the Hopf bifurcation, allows for a more controlled 
assessment of the processes underlying simple and mixed-mode oscil-
lations. This is in contrast to the high jN values, far from the bifurcation, 
where the processes are overlapped, making the analysis difficult and 
obtaining reliable data on MEOR more challenging. 

3.2.1. Overall oxidation under oscillatory regime 
The region of the time-series corresponding to the onset of oscilla-

tions at jN = 0.3 are shown in Fig. 3. For a complete view of the entire 
time-series, refer to Figure S3 in the SI. An initial examination reveals 
that with each temperature increase of 5 ◦C, the waveform of the os-
cillations is only minimally affected, while the effect of temperature is 
mainly reflected in frequency and amplitude. Since the maximum po-
tential achieved during the oscillations remains nearly unaffected by 
temperature (only a small diminution is observed for 35 ◦C), a decrease 
in the minimum potential during the potential cycles observed for low 
temperatures reflects an increase in the amplitude. This characteristic 
behavior has been associated with higher efficiency in terms of the mean 
potential (Emean) required to sustain a specific applied current density 
[47]. In other words, when Emean is higher, the efficiency decreases, 
whereas a lower Emean value yields a higher efficiency, as the over-
potential decreases. However, even with the expanded amplitude, the 
Emean values, determined by the ratio of the area under the curve to the 
time in the same time window [47], remain relatively unchanged across 
varying temperatures (indicated by the blue lines in Fig. 3). This 
observation implies that the increase in oscillation amplitude does not 
imply an enhance in the overall efficiency of the system. The absence of 
a discernible Emean dependency on temperature, despite amplitude 
changes, can be attributed to a compensatory effect. As temperature 
decreases, the expanded amplitude coincides with changes in the 
waveform of the oscillations, causing the electrode potential to remain 
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at higher values for a longer time. Although this effect is nearly imper-
ceptible when observed within 5 ◦C intervals, the change becomes 
evident when comparing the profiles at 10 and 35 ◦C in Fig. 3. Here, it is 
evident that oscillations become more symmetric around the x-axis as 
temperature increases. 

The evaluation of the potential values at which the electrode remains 
for a longer time can be effectively achieved using the median value 
(Emedian) within each oscillatory region displayed in Fig. 3. As a statistical 
measure, this value serves as a valuable metric because it accurately 
bisects the range of potential values at which the electrode spends half of 
its time during oscillations. The red lines displayed in Fig. 3 demonstrate 
that the Emedian is higher than Emean, particularly at lower temperatures, 
reflecting that the electrode remains for longer periods at high poten-
tials. As the temperature increases, Emedian progressively decreases until, 
at 35 ◦C, Emedian and Emean converge at the same value. To account for the 
varying amplitude at different temperatures and isolate the 
temperature-dependent effects on Emedian, a normalization procedure 
was employed. The normalized median, Emedian, was calculated using the 
equation (2), 

Emedian =
Emedian − Emin

Emax − Emin
(2)  

where Emin denotes the minimum potential reached during the oscilla-
tions and Emax represents the maximum potential reached during the 

same oscillatory cycles. 
After the normalization process, Emedian exhibits a consistent trend of 

progressive decrease with increasing temperature. Once Emean is 
normalized similarly, both values converge to a value near 0.5, resulting 
in a ratio of 1 between the two values (for details, see Figure S4 in the 
SI). This means that at higher temperatures, the time that the electrode 
potential remains at higher values is equal to the time that the electrode 
potential remains at lower values, resulting in more symmetrical oscil-
lations. This observation underscores that the minimum potential 
reached during the oscillations cannot be directly, a priori, linked to 
Emean. Specifically, the assumption that lower minima are indicative of 
lower Emean and subsequently correlate to system efficiency does not 
hold true. As shown here, for asymmetric oscillations where Emedian ex-
ceeds Emean, considering the waveform characteristics is of paramount 
importance. Consequently, the calculation of Emean should be consis-
tently applied to evaluate the system’s efficiency. On the other hand, for 
both symmetric oscillations (Emedian = Emean) in which the maximum 
potential remains relatively constant, and asymmetric oscillations in 
which the potential predominantly remains at lower potential regions 
(Emedian < Emean), as observed during the formic acid electro-oxidation 
reaction (FAEOR) [41,48,49], lower minimum values reached during 
the oscillations can indeed be linked to Emean and, consequently, to 
overall efficiency. The next section will discuss the origin of the pro-
cesses responsible for the waveform alteration of the simple oscillations 
in Fig. 3, in alignment with the impact of temperature on the reaction 
pathways. 

3.2.2. Short-term behavior: Simple oscillations 
As previously mentioned, changes in electrode potential are intri-

cately related to changes in the total coverage of species blocking the 
electrode surface. Specifically, an increase in potential corresponds to an 
increase in the total electrode coverage, while a decrease indicates the 
release of active sites (see Figure S5) [25]. From the perspective of Emean, 
it can be inferred that the mean total coverage of the electrode surface 
remains nearly constant during temperature changes, at least during the 
occurrence of the processes that generate simple oscillations. Nonethe-
less, it is essential to recognize that the relative proportions of the 
various species at the electrode surface may change at different tem-
peratures. This can influence the rates of the various poisoning and site- 
release processes, impacting the waveform and, consequently, the Emedian 
of the oscillations. In order to deepen the analysis of the processes un-
derlying the oscillations, in particular those leading to the emergence of 
simple oscillations, their rates, which are given by the derivative of 
potential with respect to time (dE/dt) can be studied.[47,50] Explicitly, 
the region where dE/dt > 0 is indicative of the poisoning rate, whereas 
dE/dt < 0 is linked to site release rate. This derivative, therefore, pro-
vides a more intricate view of the kinetics at which the processes causing 
the oscillations develop. 

Fig. 4(a-f) present the derivatives calculated from the oscillatory 
profiles in Fig. 3 for a single oscillation period at each temperature. As 
one would anticipate according to the Arrhenius dependence, an in-
crease in temperature should lead to an acceleration of all reaction steps 
due to the higher energy input. This trend is indeed observed within the 
temperature range of 10 to 30 ◦C, as evidenced by the increasing 
magnitude in the maximum value of the derivative and the overall rate 
of poisoning and site release shown in Fig. 4(g). To quantify the global 
poisoning rate, these values were determined by calculating the ratio 
between the amplitude of the oscillations (ΔEosc = Emax − Emin) and the 
time taken for the electrode to transition from the minimum to the 
maximum potential during oscillations (Δtmax). Similarly, for the global 
rate of site release, the amplitude (ΔEosc) corresponds to Emin − Emax, and 
the time corresponds to the duration required for the electrode to return 
from the maximum to the minimum potential (Δtmin) (for details see 
Figure S6). Within the temperature range of 10 to 30 ◦C, Fig. 4(a-e) not 
only illustrate an increase in the magnitude of the derivatives but also 

Fig. 3. Potential time series corresponding to the onset of oscillatory behavior 
during the MEOR on Pt(100) in 0.5 mol L-1 HClO4 + 0.5 mol L-1 CH3OH at 
applied normalized current density, jN , of 0.3 and different temperatures. The 
jN = 0.3 corresponds to 0.27 mA cm− 2 (10 ◦C), 0.36 mA cm− 2 (15 ◦C), 0.46 mA 
cm− 2 (20 ◦C), 0.69 mA cm− 2 (25 ◦C), 0.84 mA cm− 2 (30 ◦C), and 1.12 mA cm− 2 

(35 ◦C). The red and blue lines correspond to the median and mean potential in 
the oscillatory window, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to 
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of 
this article.) 
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demonstrate that higher temperatures impact the shape of the curves. 
Specifically, at lower temperatures, the dE/dt vs. E curves appear to be a 
convolution of distinct processes occurring at different rates across an 
extended potential window. With increasing temperature, the peak of 
the curve shifts towards higher potential values, and the curve shapes 
evolve into a single peak shape, signifying a predominant influence of 
processes within a narrower potential window. In essence, this means 
that the rates of the processes at different potential ranges are distinctly 
affected by changes in temperature, such that, despite an overall ac-
celeration, the contribution of processes occurring at low potentials to 
the oscillatory kinetics seems to be suppressed with increasing 
temperature. 

Focusing on the negative part of the dE/dt vs. E curves, which 

corresponds to the rate of site-releasing processes, for example, at 10 ◦C, 
the maximum rate is observed at around 0.61 V. According to the re-
action mechanism outlined in Scheme 1, the reaction steps within the 
reaction mechanism responsible for release sites primarily involve the 
steps related to product formation (r2b, r5d, r5a, r− 6a, r8a, and r6c). It is 
worth noting that, while reaction step r7a also liberates sites, this re-
quires additional vicinal sites for it to proceed (for a detailed discussion 
of the reaction mechanism, refer to reference [25]). Among the product 
formation steps, those that are kinetically easier to occur, i.e., those that 
can occur at lower potential values, are associated with the formation of 
soluble byproducts like formaldehyde, methyl formate, and formic acid 
(r2b, r5d, and r5a). These results suggest that at lower temperatures, the 
reaction pathways leading to the formation of these byproducts (direct 

Fig. 4. (a-f) dE/dt profiles corresponding to a single oscillation cycle for the galvanostatic time series of Fig. 4; (g) overall rate of poisoning and site release processes; 
(h) lnω vs. 1/T plot for oscillations in Fig. 3. 
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reaction pathways) are favored over the reaction pathway involving the 
COad. It is worth clarifying that the formation of COad species is almost 
inevitable, and a fraction of the surface is always partially occupied by 
this intermediate. Therefore, during an oscillatory cycle under condi-
tions of reduced energy input, i.e., relatively low temperature, the po-
tential remains elevated for a longer time to promote the oxidation of 
COad species, which occurs more slowly. Consequently, there is a slower 
decrease of the potential during oscillations due to the low site release 
rate, resulting in a higher Emedian value, as previously shown. However, 
when a fraction of surface sites becomes available, the total coverage, 
and subsequently the electrode potential, decreases. At this point, 
methanol oxidation occurs at higher rates, primarily via direct reaction 
pathways, resulting in a more pronounced negative derivative at lower 
potentials. Since direct pathways are favored, more active sites are 
released than if the reaction occurred via COad, leading to a less tem-
poral coverage of the electrode surface. This results in lower Emin and a 
higher amplitude during the oscillatory behavior. This is particularly 
significant because the system autonomously prefers the direct reaction 
pathways to prevent the electrode poisoning, underscoring the advan-
tage of working under oscillatory conditions [47,50,51]. 

As the temperature increases to 35 ◦C, there is a deviation from the 
trend observed in the range between 10 and 30 ◦C, and the magnitude of 
the derivative no longer increases (Fig. 4(a-f)). This observation is 
consistent with the behavior of the global rates of poisoning and site 
release processes, where the maximum rate is observed at 30 ◦C (Fig. 4 
(g)). However, Fig. 4(f) shows that despite this, the shape change in the 
curve with increasing temperature, shifting the maximum and narrow-
ing the curve to higher potentials, is still maintained. The high and 
narrow potential window in which these processes occur suggests that 
the most energy-demanding step, which involves the COad and OHad 
species (reaction step r6c), predominantly governs the site release pro-
cesses, while their formation likely dominates the poisoning of the 
electrode surface, thereby shaping the dE/dt vs. E curve at 35 ◦C. This 
also explains the decrease in the magnitude of the rates of poisoning and 
site release processes, given the higher activation energy and the slower 
kinetics of the reaction step r6c in comparison to the direct pathways 
[25,44]. Having identified the processes occurring at the two extremes 
of the temperature range, it can be deduced that the changes in the curve 
shape during the transition from low to high temperatures correspond to 
both processes, encompassing byproducts formation alongside CO2 
production. 

The decrease in the amplitude of the oscillations with increasing 
temperature may be attributed to the accelerated formation rate of COad, 
leading to the re-poisoning of the surface before the potential has a 
chance to decrease to lower values. Furthermore, the formation of OHad 
species, primarily occurring at higher overpotentials, must be favored to 
oxidize the COad in the reaction step r6c. This, in turn, prevents the 
electrode potential from decreasing to lower values, resulting in the 
observed reduction in amplitude. This is in line with our earlier dis-
cussion, wherein it was highlighted that elevated temperatures do not 
significantly enhance the formation of OHad species on the Pt(100) 
surface [39]. However, even though elevated temperatures promote the 
formation of COad and higher potential values facilitate OHad formation, 
the Emean value, which is directly linked to the average total coverage, is 
not significantly affected. This implies that the fraction of active sites 
being occupied by intermediates involved in the direct oxidation path-
ways, the reaction pathways that lead to the formation of by-products, 
must decrease, hindering these reaction pathways. Consequently, it 
can be established that, at lower temperatures, the direct reaction 
pathways are favored, with their intermediates making a substantial 
contribution to the total surface coverage. On the other hand, as tem-
perature increases, these reaction pathways seem to be suppressed and 
lose significance, while the indirect oxidation pathway, via the COad 
intermediate, becomes the dominant process governing the reaction 
kinetics. This behavior suggests that the system autonomously selects 
the oxidation pathways to avoid complete poisoning of the electrode 

surface. This mechanism is reminiscent of kinetic and thermodynamic 
control, which govern the reaction kinetics at low and high tempera-
tures, respectively. 

Changes in the processes contributing to the oscillatory behavior at 
the different temperatures lead to a reduction in both Δtmax and Δtmin 
(Figure S7). Thus, the increase in temperature results in a remarkable 
sevenfold reduction in the oscillation period and a subsequent increase 
in the frequency of the potential oscillations. This implies that higher 
temperatures lead to more cycles of self-cleaning on the electrode sur-
face, where self-cleaning comprises a full cycle of poisoning and site- 
release processes. This finding holds significant implications for 
DMFCs and electro-reforming devices utilizing methanol at high tem-
peratures, as it helps prevent the poisoning of electrocatalysts. The self- 
cleaning processes can be compared to a series of autocatalytic reaction 
bursts occurring at a certain frequency, effectively treating the entire 
process as a monomolecular reaction characterized by a rate constant 
equivalent to the oscillation frequency (ω) [52]. Consequently, plotting 
lnω against 1/T in Fig. 4(h) allows to determine the activation energy for 
the oscillatory behavior (Eosc

app), which equates to 58 ± 2 kJ mol− 1. This 
value signifies the sensitivity of ω to temperature variations, with its 
positive value indicating that the oscillation frequency increases with 
higher temperatures, at least within the studied temperature range. It 
has been proposed that an increase in the reaction rates of steps within 
the positive feedback loop (processes that poison surface with blocking 
species) will lead to an increase in the oscillatory frequency, while an 
increase in the reaction rates of steps within the negative feedback loop 
(processes that release surface sites) will decrease the frequency [53]. 
This aligns with the observed increase in frequency of oscillations with 
temperature and the positive value of Eosc

app. This is because the temper-
ature increase predominantly enhances the kinetics of surface poisoning 
(negative feedback loop – reaction steps represented by the red arrows in 
Scheme 1) over the kinetics of site release (positive feedback loop - re-
action steps represented by the blue arrows in Scheme 1), which is 
supported by the steeper slope of ΔEosc/tmax (poisoning process) 
compared to ΔEosc/tmin (site release process) as function of temperature 
in Fig. 4(g). 

It is important to note that increases in frequency should not be 
directly linked to a proportional increase in the rates of single reaction 
steps constituting the feedback loops driving these oscillations. This is 
because, during the oscillations, the reaction steps may contribute 
differently to changes in frequency, even in some reactions, such as that 
of FAEOR, some reaction steps may generate the opposite effect of 
reducing the oscillation frequency as temperature increases. Such a 
phenomenon is referred to as the antagonistic balance of opposing re-
actions [54]. This balance can give rise to situations where Eosc

app equals 
zero (Eosc

app = 0), signifying compensation phenomena where frequency 
remains relatively unaltered despite temperature variations. Alterna-
tively, Eosc

app can take negative values (Eosc
app < 0), indicating over-

compensation phenomena, where oscillatory processes slow down as 
temperature increases [41]. Therefore, to discern the influence of the 
rate of each elementary step on the frequency change caused by tem-
perature increases and its contribution to the total value of Eosc

app, nu-
merical approaches, such as microkinetic modeling, can be very useful 
[41]. 

3.2.3. Long-term behavior: Mixed-mode oscillations 
During prolonged periods of the current step in a galvanostatic 

experiment, the simple oscillations gradually transition into mixed- 
mode oscillations. As mentioned earlier, the drop to low potential 
values (around 0.40 V) has been associated with a cyclic re- 
establishment of the methanol concentration at the electrode surface 
[23], while the fluctuations in potential around 0.73 V can be linked to 
changes in the coverage of adsorbed species on the electrode surface 
[25] (as discussed at the beginning of section 3.2). Fig. 5 depicts the final 
section of the time series presented in Figs. 3 and S3 at jN = 0.3, just 
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before the potential rises to values exceeding 1.0 V, where these mixed- 
mode oscillations predominantly occur. In contrast to the simple oscil-
lations observed at the beginning of the time series, which displayed a 
clear trend in the changes of amplitude, frequency, and waveform 
(Fig. 3), the mixed-mode oscillations display nearly constant amplitude 
and no clear trend in oscillation frequency at different temperatures. 
However, two main trends in the oscillation features become apparent 
with increasing temperature. First, the region where the potential drops 
to ca. 0.40 V becomes narrower, and second, the fluctuations in potential 
at around 0.73 V decrease in magnitude as temperature rises (Fig. 5). 

In the first case, the narrowing of the potential drop, meaning a 
shorter time during which the electrode remains at a low potential, can 
be attributed to the increased rate of the methanol concentration re- 
establishment cycle. This observation is supported by the increased 
magnitude of the dE/dt vs. E curves in Fig. 6, for both negative and 
positive values, corresponding to site release and poisoning processes, 
respectively. These trends provide evidence of the enhanced rate of 

these processes with increasing temperature. As the methanol re- 
establishment causes the electrode potential to move over a wide po-
tential window, the derivative plot exhibits a broadband shape (Fig. 6). 
Focusing on the negative part of the curve, a similar trend as that 
observed in the derivatives of the oscillatory patterns at shorter times 
(Fig. 4(a-f)) becomes apparent, with the maximum of the curve shifting 
to higher potential values as the temperature rises. This indicates that, as 
discussed previously, the increase in temperature favors the reaction 
pathway via COad (r6c), which requires a higher overpotential to occur. 
At the point where the electrode reaches its lowest potential, a signifi-
cant reduction in the coverage of the electrode surface by blocking 
species is expected. Therefore, in the case of the positive part of the dE/
dt vs. E curves in Fig. 6, the processes responsible for the increase in 
electrode potential at this stage can be associated with methanol 
adsorption and subsequent steps that require more active sites for the 
formation of reaction intermediates. Therefore, the enhanced rates of 
these different steps contribute to the multi-peak shape observed in the 

Fig. 5. Potential time series corresponding to the end of oscillatory behavior during the MEOR on Pt(100) in 0.5 mol L-1 HClO4 + 0.5 mol L-1 CH3OH at applied 
normalized current density, jN , of 0.3 and different temperatures. The jN = 0.3 corresponds to 0.27 mA cm− 2 (10 ◦C), 0.36 mA cm− 2 (15 ◦C), 0.46 mA cm− 2 (20 ◦C), 
0.69 mA cm− 2 (25 ◦C), 0.84 mA cm− 2 (30 ◦C), and 1.12 mA cm− 2 (35 ◦C). The red and blue lines correspond to the median and mean potential during the oscillatory 
window, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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dE/dt > 0 curves, along with their increased magnitude at higher 
temperatures. 

Regarding the fluctuations in potential at around 0.73 V, Fig. 5 re-
veals that at 10 ◦C, the amplitude of the potential modulations is the 
highest. This behavior is expected because, at lower temperatures, the 
formation of reaction by-products is favored, which can influence the 
rate of formation and consumption of COad species, particularly the 
direct oxidation pathway via methyl formate, causing these potential 
variations [25]. As the temperature increases, the rates of poisoning and 
site release, caused by adsorbed species, accelerate to the point where 
these rates nearly equilibrate, resulting in the decreased amplitude of 
the modulations at around 0.73 V. However, around the cycle of 
methanol re-establishment, just before the electrode potential drops and 
just after it rises again, the deficit and subsequent re-establishment of 
the methanol concentration changes the rate of COad formation. This 
leads to a decoupling of the rates of poisoning and site release processes, 
revealing the potential undulations around the methanol re- 
establishment cycle. However, these become less pronounced in the 
middle of mixed-mode oscillations as the rates tend to equilibrate. The 
two phenomena together, increasing the rate of methanol concentration 
re-establishment and favoring the COad pathway with rising tempera-
ture, lead to an increase in the mean coverage of the electrode during the 
oscillations, resulting in higher Emean and Emedian values as temperature 
increase. It is worth noting that this increase in the electrode potential 
necessary to maintain the applied current, might result in decreased 

voltaic efficiency at higher temperatures. Therefore, to increase the 
voltaic efficiency of the MEOR under oscillatory conditions, while fa-
voring the formation of the most oxidized product (CO2), mass transfer 
must be enhanced, avoiding concentration gradients that lead to the 
suppression of mixed-mode oscillations despite their higher amplitude. 
These findings offer valuable insights into comprehending the temper-
ature effect on the MEOR, which is particularly important for guiding 
the rational design of materials for the MEOR and optimizing the 
operating temperature of DMFCs and electro-reforming devices to pro-
duce H2 in the presence of methanol in the anodic compartment. 

4. Conclusions 

The impact of temperature on the kinetics of the methanol electro- 
oxidation reaction on Pt(100) has been extensively explored, encom-
passing both conventional and oscillatory regimes. This thorough 
investigation enables a more profound analysis, advancing our under-
standing of the temperature’s impact on the reaction mechanism. These 
insights have been facilitated by precisely controlled single-crystal ex-
periments and previous microkinetic analyses, propelling our compre-
hension to a more advanced level. Our study notably underscores the 
limitations of CVs in determining the Eapp, demonstrating that chro-
noamperometric measurements under steady-state conditions provide a 
more dependable approach to determining this critical kinetic param-
eter. This establishes a robust connection between the electrocatalytic 

Fig. 6. dE/dt vs. E curves corresponding to oscillatory behavior in Fig. 5.  
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activity of electrodes and Eapp values. In our research on the reaction 
pathways governing the MEOR, a temperature-dependent shift in the 
dominance of specific oxidation pathways is clearly observed. At lower 
temperatures, direct oxidation pathways, likely involving methyl 
formate, formaldehyde, or formic acid intermediates, significantly 
impact the electro-oxidation of methanol. As the temperature increases, 
these pathways progressively lose their relevance, ceding dominance to 
the pathway via COad intermediate, particularly becoming the primary 
reaction pathway. This temperature-induced change is mainly attrib-
uted to the reduced energy available to drive the reactions at lower 
temperatures and the high activation energy required for the oxidation 
of COad to CO2. This phenomenon resembles a mechanism analogous to 
kinetic and thermodynamic control, which operate at low and high 
temperatures, respectively, to avoid complete poisoning of the electrode 
surface. 

Through oscillatory regime measurements, the common assumption 
that associates lower oscillation minima with lower mean potential, 
presuming an enhanced voltaic system efficiency is challenged. At short 
times of oscillatory behavior, the mean potential, and consequently the 
electro-oxidation efficiency remain almost constant despite temperature 
variations. This observation is attributed to changes in the ratio of 
coverage of the reaction intermediates, resulting in compensatory ef-
fects between the amplitude and the waveform of the potential oscilla-
tions. However, during long-term behavior, when mass transfer 
phenomena start to play a significant role, increasing the temperature 
leads to a higher mean potential due to a greater coverage of the elec-
trode surface, which in turn, leads to a decrease in the voltaic efficiency. 
To favor the formation of the most oxidized product while keeping the 
mean potential constant, it becomes necessary to operate at higher 
temperatures, mitigating the concentration gradients to suppress the 
occurrence of mixed-mode oscillations, even if these oscillations have 
lower temporal minima in the potential during this dynamic behavior. In 
summary, our study provides valuable insights into the temperature- 
dependent dynamics of the MEOR and elucidates how temperature 
variations affect the underlying steps of the reaction mechanism. These 
findings hold significant importance for guiding the rational design of 
materials and optimizing the operating conditions of electrocatalytic 

systems for energy conversion applications. 
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